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Abstract
This paper investigates how to produce control programs for complex systems in a systematic manner. In particular,
we present an abstraction-based approach to the specification and optimization of motion programs for controlling
robot marionettes. The resulting programs are based on the concatenation of motion primitives and are further improved
upon using recent results in optimal switch-time control. Simulations as well as experimental results illustrate the
operation of the proposed method.
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I. INTRODUCTION
When puppeteers compose plays, they break them down into components of varying granularity. For example, each
act is composed of scenes and each scene is composed of puppet “routines” which, in turn, are comprised of simpler,
individual motions, all of which have their own characteristics and duration. Previous work on robotic puppets has
focused on the generation of puppet motions from human data. In particular, [18] investigated the transformation of
motion capture data into motor controls for actuating a marionette. Their approach used a kinematic model to merge
motion capture data with the geometry of the marionette. In [5], an alternative approach was taken where a number
of mechanically different robotic marionettes can be controlled using computer issued motion commands as well as
directly from a puppeteer interface mechanism. The research presented in this paper aims at transforming complex
control tasks for robotic marionettes into strings of simpler control primitives. The objective behind this work is
to be able to input high-level puppet motion programs, or plays, and then go from these plays to actual control
laws for implementation on autonomous puppets, as shown in Figure 1. Some of the presented results are based on
those in [7], [15], [16], and the main contribution in this paper is an integrated optimization framework; from the
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(a) Puppet in initial configuration.

(b) Puppet in wave motion.

(c) Puppet starting a walk.

(d) The final step in the walk
mode.

Fig. 1.

An image sequence of a puppet executing a play consisting of a wave and a walk mode.

generation of suitable motion primitives all the way to optimized, executable control code. Technically speaking,
the use of trajectory morphing for generating the appropriate motion primitives is new, while the remainder of the
paper is based on building blocks developed in [7], [15], [16] but whose combination constitutes a systematic novel,
approach to generating abstraction-based control programs.
We use Motion Description Languages (MDL) [4], [6], [11], [14] to formalize high-level specifications for
puppetry. Specifically, a MDL is a string of symbols, each specifying what control law the system should be
executing, together with an interrupt condition corresponding to the termination of this control law. (Alternative
high-level specification languages include linear temporal logic [13], [17] and maneuver automata [3], [9].) In order
for this language to be successful, it is important that it is expressive enough to be able to characterize actual puppet
plays, and as such we draw inspiration from the way such plays are staged by professional puppeteers. In fact, the
standard way in which puppet plays are described is through four parameters, namely temporal duration, agent,
space, and motion (when?, who?, where?, and what?) [2], [8]. Most plays are moreover based on counts in that
each puppet motion is supposed to happen at a particular count. (This becomes even more important if multiple
puppets are acting simultaneously on stage or if the play is set to music). At each specified count, a motion is
initiated, continued, or terminated. These are considerations that will be taken into account in the development of
our control programs.
II. MOTION PRIMITIVES
Before one can start reasoning about motion strings, one first have to generate those motions. Such motions can,
in principle, be generated using heuristics, but here we give a nonlinear optimal control approach for generating
feasible motions for marionettes, based on so-called trajectory morphing. Here, one starts with a conceptual or
source model, used to generate trajectories, and a dynamic or target model that we want to imitate the trajectories
with. For the marionette, the conceptual model is usually a human being while the dynamic model is the marionette.
Unlike the human, the marionette is relatively under-actuated and cannot directly apply torques to the joints. As such,
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a basic problem becomes that of feasibility of trajectories. Standard gradient descent optimal control techniques
generally will not produce feasible motions unless the descent directions are projected onto the trajectory manifold.
A. Trajectory Morphing Using Projection Operators
We use a projection-operator based approach to trajectory optimization [10] to project infeasible, dynamic motions
(obtained from the source model) onto feasible dynamic motions. The returned trajectory is always admissible,
even if the system dynamics are nonlinear, uncontrollable, or unstable. In particular, given some desired trajectory
ξd = (xd (·), ud (·)) that may or may not satisfy the system dynamics. We want to find an admissible trajectory that
is similar to the desired. This is a constrained optimization problem defined by
Z tf
l(τ, x(τ ), u(τ ))dτ + m(x(T ))
arg min h(ξ) =
ξ

to

where ξ = (x(·), u(·)) and l(. . . ) and m(. . . ) are incremental and terminal cost functions, typically quadratic.
Solutions to the equation above need to be constrained by the system’s dynamics. A standard gradient-descent
approach will not work if we naively find a descent direction and adjust the current trajectory with it, since the
result typically would not be dynamically admissible. However, the constrained optimization can be converted to
an unconstrained problem by introducing a projection operator.
Suppose there exists a projection operator P(ξ) that maps potential trajectories to admissible ones. We reformulate
the original problem by defining a new cost function g(ξ) = h(P(ξ)) to get an unconstrained problem
arg min g(ξ) = h(P(ξ)).
ξ

If ξ locally minimizes this equation then the projected trajectory η = P(ξ) locally minimizes the original,
constrained problem above. The projection operator consists of linearizing the equations of motion and constructing
a stabilizing feedback law–this allows one to take an infeasible path (such as one that has discontinuities) and
generates a smooth, feasible path. The key is that P(·) is truly a projection; two or more applications of this
mapping yields the same result as one (i.e., P((xd (·), ud (·))) = P(P((xd (·), ud (·)))). Details of this construction
can be found in [10].
The resulting algorithm is relatively straightforward. First, a projection operator is designed for each new trajectory
so that we can avoid requiring projection operators to be globally valid and instead just ask that they work in some
neighborhood around a trajectory; this holds for any C 1 system. Next we find a descent direction at iteration k,
ζk , that gives the biggest decrease in cost based on a quadratic model of the cost function. If no direction gives a
decrease, the current trajectory is a local minimum. Otherwise, the descent direction is used to find a new trajectory
with a lower cost. It is unlikely that this trajectory is admissible, so the trajectory is projected back into the trajectory
manifold as ηk+1 = P(ηk + γk ζk ), where γk is the step size, e.g., based on the Armijo line search [1].
B. Results for a 2D Marionette Arm
We now present a simple example–both in simulation and experiment–that illustrates the method just discussed.
Consider the two-dimensional marionette arm shown in Figure 2(b). The upper and lower arms are free to rotate
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(a) Source Model

(b) Experimental Hardware
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(e) String Length
Fig. 2.
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(f) String Position

Animation-based source models (a) and experimental hardware setup (b). Plots of the desired, optimized, and measured shoulder (c)

and elbow (d) angles as well as the corresponding system inputs (e,f). The optimized trajectories match the desired trajectories well.
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about their respective joints. The shoulder is fixed while the arm is controlled by a single string tied to end of the
arm. The other end of the string moves horizontally and the length of the string is also controllable. The dynamic
model is defined using a mixed dynamic-kinematic model [12] to include the strings as kinematic inputs.
The source model trajectories are generated using the Blender1 computer animation package. This software allows
us to create a skeleton that represents a two-link, two-dimensional human arm and to animate the skeleton (Figure
2(a)). A 10 second waving motion was generated with the arm starting from a neutral lowered position. It lifts up,
waves for three periods, and then lowers back down to the original position.
The results of the optimization can be seen in Figures 2(c)-2(f). Figures 2(c) and 2(d) show that optimized
trajectory matches the desired trajectory very well. Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show the corresponding inputs that were
found by the optimization. The optimization results were verified on a hardware implementation of the system and
the arm follows the trajectory well and produces a recognizable waving motion.
The motions generated by this approach enable us to create a library of possible motions the puppet can execute.
The next section addresses the concatenation of these motions so that entire puppet plays can be described and,
consequently, optimized.
III. MOTION DESCRIPTION LANGUAGES
Given that we can describe the marionette dynamics by
ẋ = f (x, u),
the motions obtained in the previous section can be encoded by a (possibly time varying) feedback law u = κ(x, tα).
Here α is a motion scaling parameter that encodes the ”intensity” of the motion, e.g., the difference between a fast
and a slow wave motion is given by α rather than by κ.
In order to concatenate together strings of such control laws, we need some further inspiration from actual
puppeteering. In fact, a puppet play is typically described with four important properties: who should act, what
motion should they do, where should they operate, and when should the action occur, e.g., [2], [8]. In this paper,
we only investigate the motion of individual marionettes and, as such, we ignore the ”who” component of the
specification.
Assume that we have created a library of M control laws, denoted by Ki = {κ1 , · · · , κM }. This captures the
”what” component. Moreover, we assume that the ”stage” is divided into l different sections (typically this number is
9, namely LowerLeft, LowerCenter, LowerRight, MiddleLeft, MiddleCenter, MiddleRight, UpperLeft, UpperCenter,
UpperRight), with the set of regions being given by R = {r1 , . . . , rl }, which gives us the ”where”. Finally, the
counts specify the timing (the ”when”) of each puppet motion; thus, we let the length of each puppet action be
denoted by τ ∈ R+ .
Based on this discussion, we can define a Motion Description Language for puppetry plays from symbols of the
form (κ, α, r, τ ). This symbol specifies that the puppet executes the control law κ, with scaling α, within region r
1 http://www.blender.org,
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for τ seconds. Assuming that the puppet system starts at time t0 , the following MDL string
(κ1 , α1 , r1 , τ1 )(κ2 , α2 , r1 , τ2 ) · · · (κM , αM , r1 , τM )
causes the evolution of the puppet to be


f (x, κ1 (x, t, α1 )), t ∈ (t0 , τ1 )






f (x, κ2 (x, t, α2 )), t ∈ (τ1 , τ2 )
ẋ =
..


.




 f (x, κ (x, t, α )), t ∈ (τ
M
M
M−1 , τM )

within region r1 . It should be noted that we here only use MDL strings of finite length which ensures the absence
of Zeno-type phenomena involving infinitely many mode transitions in finite time.
A. Optimizing MDL Strings
Now that an appropriate specification language for puppet plays is selected we can turn to computing optimal
timing and scaling parameters, τ and α, respectively, based on the developments in [15], [16], that optimizes over
MDL strings by adjusting the interrupt times as well as the energy scaling parameters.
Rather than solving a large-scale problem explicitly, we start with a canonical, two-primitive MDL string. In fact,
consider the following optimal control problem
min J(τ1 , α1 , α2 ) =

τ1 ,α1 ,α2

Z

tf

L(x, t)dt + C1 (α1 ) + C2 (α2 )

t0

+ ∆(τ1 ) + Ψ1 (x(τ1 )) + Ψ2 (x(tf )),
subject to


 f (x, κ (x, t, α )), t ∈ (t , τ )
1
1
0 1
ẋ =
 f (x, κ (x, t, α )), t ∈ (τ , t )
2
2
1 f

x(t0 ) = x0 ,

where tf = τ1 +τ2 . This optimal control problem is the atomic problem involving how to execute the two-instruction
, r2 , τ2nom ) under the following interpretations:
play (κ1 , αnom
, r1 , τ1nom ), (κ2 , αnom
2
1
∆(·) : function that penalizes deviations from a nominal switch time, τ1nom
Cj (·) : function that measures how much energy it takes to use parameter αj , j = 1, 2 as well as possibly
deviations from the nominal αnom
.
j
Ψ1 (·) : function that ensures that the puppet is close to r1 at time τ
Ψ2 (·) : function that ensures that the puppet is close to r2 at time tf
L(·, ·) : function that may be used to ensure that the desired reference trajectory is followed.
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Applying calculus of variations techniques to the cost function results in the following optimality conditions
∂∆ ∂Ψ1 T
∂J
+
= λ(τ1− )f (x, κ1 (x, τ1 , α1 )) − λ(τ1+ )f (x, κ2 (x, τ1 , α2 )) +
f (x, κ2 (x, τ1 , α2 )) = 0
∂τ
∂τ1
∂x
∂J
= µ(τ1+ ) = 0
∂α2
∂J
= µ(t0 ) = 0,
∂α1
where the co-states λ and µ satisfy the following discontinuous (backwards) differential equations:
λ̇ =
λ̇ =
µ̇

=

µ̇

=

∂f2
∂Ψ2
∂L
−λ
, t ∈ (τ1 , tf ), λ(tf ) =
(x(tf ))
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂L
∂f1
∂Ψ1
−
−λ
, t ∈ [0, τ1 ), λ(τ1− ) = λ(τ1+ ) +
(x(τ1 ))
∂x
∂x
∂x
∂C2
∂f2
, t ∈ (τ1 , tf ), µ(tf ) =
λ
∂α2
∂α2
∂f1
∂C
1
λ
, t ∈ [0, τ1 ), µ(τ1− ) =
.
∂α1
∂α1

−

where f1 and f2 denote the system dynamics under the influence of κ1 and κ2 , respectively.
Since the switch times are decoupled, these optimality conditions can be directly extended to cover plays with
more than two modes. As such, this construction allows us to produce a compiler that takes plays and outputs
strings of control modes with an optimized temporal duration and mode parameterization, as given in the algorithm
below:
Algorithm
Given M modes:
nom
(i, κ1 , αnom
, r1 , τ1nom )(κ2 , αnom
, r2 , τ2nom ) · · · (κM , αnom
1
2
M , rM , τM )

Set τi (0) = τinom , i = 1, . . . , M − 1
Initialize αi (0) = αnom
, i = 1, . . . , M
i
Optimization (k = 0)
Repeat
Compute x(t) forwards using αi (k), τi (k)
Compute λ(t), µ(t) backwards
Compute

∂J
∂J
∂τi , ∂αi

Gradient Descent
∂J
(τi (k)), i = 1, . . . , M − 1
τi (k + 1) = τi (k) − γ(k) ∂τ
i
∂J
(αi (k)), i = 1, . . . , M
αi (k + 1) = αi (k) − ℓ(k) ∂α
i

Set k = k + 1
Until k∇Jk ≤ δ
In this algorithm γ(k) and ℓ(k) denote the step-sizes for the τ and α parameters. Since the numerical values for τ
and α can differ significantly, it is appropriate to use separate step-sizes. In the next section we discuss using this
algorithm to generate control code for a particular puppet hardware platform.
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To illustrate how the MDL compilation process and puppet platform operate, we formulate an example puppet
play and compile if for our target platform. We implemented two modes waveLeft and walk using combinations
of sinusoidal inputs. Say we have the following MDL script
(waveLeft, 1, r1 , 4)(walk, 1, r1 , 6),
where αnom
= αnom
= 1 and τ1nom = 4 and τ2nom = 6. We optimize this two-mode motion program using the
1
2
following cost function:
J(τ, α1 , α2 ) =

10

Z

xT P x dt + ρ(τ 0 − τ )2 + w1 α21 + w2 α22 ,

0

where x = [θr φr θl φl ψr ψl ]T gives the configuration of the puppet, with the angles of arm rotation being θl
and θr , where the subscripts denote left and right, respectively. The arm lift angles are φl and φr , and the leg lift
angles are given by ψl and ψr . (Note that for the purpose of MDL optimization, the algorithm relies on the ability
to simulate the system forward (the state) and backward (the co-state) in time in order to compute the gradient
direction. As this is an iterative process, we need to do this repeatedly, which leads us to use a kinematic model
with less degrees of freedom than a full-blown dynamic model in order to enable switched-time optimization in a
computationally tractable manner.)
In the cost function, we weight the joint angle trajectories of the puppet, q, with a diagonal matrix P . The switch
time, τ , is penalized from deviations from its nominal value with some ρ > 0. Moreover, the energy parameters
are penalized with squared terms combined with constant weights, w1 > 0 and w2 > 0.
Before optimizing the MDL string, we simulate the system with its nominal motion program, resulting in the
trajectories shown in Figure 3(a). The plot shows that this behavior will generate an odd motion, with the left arm
(angle φ in bottom graph) hovering in the air while a walk motion executes. This behavior would look more natural
if the lifting angle of the left arm was closer to the side of the puppet before initializing its walk behavior.
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Plots of the joint angles for left and right limbs during the execution of the original 3(a) and optimized 3(b) MDL strings.
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Using this design goal, we weight the penalty matrix P in so that the lifting angle should be close to its initial
configuration, i.e. hands at both sides. After compilation of this nominal motion program and its execution in
simulation, the resulting trajectories (Figure 3(b)) show the left hand being lowered in time for a walk motion. The
termination of the compilation process returned the improved values τ = 4.3423, α1 = 1.3657, α2 = 0.9566, and
final cost J = 30.0684.
The optimized ”play” is ported onto the actual platform and the execution of this particular optimal “wave and
walk” play discussed in the previous paragraphs is shown in Figure 1. There it can be seen that the optimized MDL
does in fact not leave the arm hanging half-way in between motions, as was the case for the nominal, non-optimized
play.
V. C ONCLUSIONS
In this paper we presented the a motion description language for specifying and encoding autonomous puppetry
plays in a manner that is faithful to standard puppetry choreography. The resulting strings of control-interrupt pairs
are then compiled in the sense that they are parsed by a dynamical system that produces optimized, hybrid control
laws corresponding to strings of motions, locations, and temporal durations for each motion primitive. This paper
also discusses some issues arising in modeling and how to capture relevant motion primitives from empirical data.
Experimental results illustrate the viability of the proposed approach. There is still need for scalability of these
results. In particular, scaling the techniques presented here is nontrivial, as it requires simulation of the nonlinear
and linearized equations of motion. This is part of our future work.
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